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I. I NTRODUCTION
The international technology roadmap for semiconductors
(ITRS) lists bias temperature instability (BTI) and hot-carrier
degradation (HCD) as most difficult challenges which should
be properly understood and modeled [1]. Although extensive
experimental and theoretical studies of these phenomena have
been performed [2–8] there are still open issues in understanding the nature and behavior of defects contributing to BTI and
HCD. Even more dramatic, in circuits transistors are rarely
subjected to idealized BTI (gate stress voltage |VGstr | ≫ 0 V and
drain stress voltage VDstr = 0 V) or hot carrier (HC) (low |VGstr |,
VDstr ≥ |VDD |) conditions. Nevertheless, only a limited number
of studies is available on mixed BTI/HC stress [9–12].
For a more realistic life time prediction it is necessary to extend existing models towards mixed NBTI/HC conditions. We
focus on the impact of mixed NBTI/HC stress on single oxide
defects in order to characterize recoverable device degradation,
such as ∆Vth drift, in a more general way including |VDstr | > 0 V.
It has been proposed that structural defects in the insulator
can capture and emit single charge carriers at certain characteristic times [4]. Charge exchange events of active defects
contribute discrete steps of a particular height to the shift of
the threshold voltage ∆Vth during operation and thus contribute
to degradation. The activity of a defect is predetermined by
its energy level within the band gap of the insulator. If the
level is located in a particular area in the band gap, it can be
shifted above the Fermi level by applying a stress gate bias
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Fig. 1: Simple electrostatic model: Estimation of the ∆Vth drift during
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during recovery measurements than the drain side.
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Abstract— Even though transistors are rarely subjected to idealized bias temperature instability or hot carrier stress conditions
in circuits, there is only a limited number of studies available on
mixed bias temperature instability and hot carrier stress. Here
we summarize the results of the first study of mixed negative bias
temperature instability and hot carrier stress (drain stress voltage
|VDstr | > 0 V and gate stress voltage |VGstr | ≥ |VDD |) at the single
oxide defect level in nano-scale SiON pMOSFETs. We found that
less defects contribute to a threshold voltage shift ∆Vth during
recovery and thus to the recoverable degradation than would
be expected from a simple electrostatic model. Time-dependent
defect spectroscopy measurements show that even defects at the
source side of the oxide can remain neutral after mixed negative
bias temperature instability and hot carrier stress although they
are fully charged after homogeneous negative bias temperature
instability stress. As a consequence, they do not contribute to
a ∆Vth drift after mixed negative bias temperature instability
and hot carrier stress. We show that this unexpected reduction
in the defect’s occupancy can be consistently explained by nonequilibrium processes induced by the large drain voltage such as
impact ionization.
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Fig. 2: R after NBTI stress: An electrostatic model according to [10] fits the
behavior of R after NBTI stress in large area devices. Top: Recorded recovery
traces after NBTI stress. Bottom: ∆Vth drift R = ∆Vth (trec = 5 ms)−∆Vth (trec =
10 ks). The model is in agreement with experimental data.

(higher oxide field Eox ) and below the Fermi level by applying
a recovery gate bias (lower Eox ). This area is the active energy
region (AER) defined in [4].
Depending on the detailed defect configuration the defect
can capture a charge carrier at a capture time τc after shifting
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Fig. 3: R after mixed NBTI/HC stress: A discrepancy of Rmeasured compared
to Rmodel can be seen in measurements on large area devices. Top: Recorded
traces after mixed NBTI/HC stress. Bottom: ∆Vth drift during recovery R =
∆Vth (trec = 5 ms) − ∆Vth (trec = 10 ks). Especially at VDstr = −0.5 V and VDstr <
−2 V the measurement points show a lower R than predicted by the simple
electrostatic model.

its energy level above the Fermi level. Furthermore, it can emit
it at an emission time τe after shifting the energy level below
the Fermi level again. Such transitions have been accurately
described by non-radiative multiphonon processes [13–15].
In measurements of large area devices the ∆Vth step heights
cannot be resolved due to the small impact of one charge
exchange event between oxide and channel considering the
amount of charge carriers in the channel. By contrast, in nanoscale MOSFETs containing a handfull of traps and having a
small area such events cause unique measurable ∆Vth steps
[16, 17]
Using a simple electrostatic model for large area devices
the threshold voltage shift with respect to the lateral position has been estimated to be equal to ∆Vth (XT ) = V0 (tstr ) ×
str (X ))] [10]. There, V str (X ) = V str × X /L is
exp[C(VGstr −Vch
T
T
T
D
ch
a linear approximation of the channel potential under stress
at positions where the condition of inversion is fulfilled.
Vch (XT ) = (VGstr −Vth ) × XT /(L − Lsat ) is the channel potential
at the pinch-off point, V0 is a stress time and temperature
dependent constant and C a technology dependent constant.
As can be seen in Figure 1 (top), this estimation leads to a
lateral position dependent oxide field Eox for VDstr < 0 V, which
is reduced from source to drain. The result is a deformation
of the AER along the channel which means a reduction of the
AER from source to drain. With a smaller AER, less defects
capture and emit charge carriers and contribute to a ∆Vth drift.
Figure 1 (bottom) shows this behavior qualitatively. As the
most important consequence, the source side is expected to
contribute more to the ∆Vth drift during recovery measurements than the drain side.
Measurements on large area devices shown in Figures
2 and 3 demonstrate that the estimation of ∆Vth (XT ) fits
and describes the behavior of the ∆Vth drift during recovery
measurements, here abbreviated R, rather well. Nevertheless,
a discrepancy of the measured R compared to the modeled
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Fig. 4: Stress voltage matrix: TDDS stress and recovery cycles were
performed at different stress and recovery conditions at a constant temperature
for each device. The stress voltage matrix as a 2-dimensional parameter
space with combinations of VDstr and VGstr shows the mixed NBTI/HC stress
conditions used in this study. The color coding indicates the stress growth and
therefore the expected device degradation from ”low” (blue) to ”high” (red)
stress.

one for VDstr ≈ −0.5 V and VDstr ≤ −2 V is clearly visible
in Figure 3. Measurements in [9] also show that R after
mixed NBTI and HC stress can even be negligibly small.
This would mean that almost no oxide defects contribute to
∆Vth . Since these defects are uniformly distributed all over the
device area, such a behavior can not be explained by only an
inhomogeneous Eox which would remain nearly unaffected at
the source side.
In order to gain insight into the particular capture and
emission processes during and after mixed NBTI/HC stress,
we characterized τe , τc , the occupancy and the step height behavior of single defects in nano-scale MOSFETs for different
combinations of stress voltages.
II. E XPERIMENTAL
We use 2.2nm SiON pMOSFETs of a 130nm commercial
technology (large area devices: W = 10 µ m, L = 120 nm; nanoscale devices: W = 160 nm, L = 120 nm). The MOSFETs are
either mounted on ceramic packages or measured directly onchip. Their temperature is controlled by a computer-controlled
furnace or thermo chuck, respectively.
The time dependent defect spectroscopy (TDDS)
framework [18] was used to characterize nine single
defects in four different nano-scale MOSFETs using stress
measure (recovery) sequences at different stress and recovery
conditions. The defect characteristics τe , τc , the occupancy
and the step height were measured. The stress voltage matrix
used for the defect capture behavior characterization can be
seen schematically in Figure 4.
For each combination of VDstr and VGstr as well as VDrec and
rec
VG 100 stress measure sequences were performed and the
∆Vth drift was measured simultaneously. Figures 5 and 6 show
six of 100 recovery traces after four different combinations
of VDstr and VGstr as representatives of approximately 45000
recorded recovery traces. They contain the typical steps due
to charge exchange events between the channel and the oxide
caused by single oxide defects. Each defect causes steps with
a particular step height at a particular mean value of τe . By
assigning the unique steps to a defect (implied by ellipses in
Figures 5 and 6), parameters like τe , τc and the occupancy can
be extracted as described in [18] and [4].
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Fig. 5: Recovery traces after NBTI stress measured on device B: Six of
100 recovery traces representatively show the behavior of the unique steps
caused by single defects. In this device two defects were fully characterized,
B1 and B2. Top: B2 does not capture a charge carrier and thus does not emit
one during recovery measurements at VGstr = −1.6 V. Only one emission event
of B1 can be observed here. Bottom: At VGstr = −2.2 V, B1 and B2 capture
a charge carrier in 60 % and 50 % of the stress sequences, respectively. This
percentage is called occupancy. Emission events of both can be observed in
the recovery traces. The percentage of emission events is not scaled linearly
since only six of the 100 recorded traces are shown here.
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Fig. 7: Extraction of the lateral position: The lateral position XT /L (0
at source, 1 at drain) was extracted by exploiting the recovery drain bias
dependence of the step heights for constant gate recovery voltage VGrec [19].
The uncertainty of XT /L is about 20 %. Measurement data and linear fits are
labeled with the defect name and the extracted lateral position. The subfigures
show the separation of the defects into three types according to their capture
behavior during mixed NBTI/HC stress: blue group, green group and magenta
group.
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Fig. 6: Recovery traces after mixed NBTI/HC stress measured on device
A: Six of 100 recovery traces representatively show the behavior of the
unique steps caused by single defects. In this device four defects were fully
characterized, A1, A2, A4 and A5. Top: At VGstr = −1.8 V and VDstr = 0 V
all four defects capture a charge carrier during stress and the emission
events can be observed in the recovery trace. Bottom: At VGstr = −1.8 V and
VDstr = −2.8 V A2 and A5 cannot be observed in the recovery traces.

III. R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

The question to answer was whether the defect properties,
especially the capture behavior, correlate with their lateral
position in the oxide. In the following, we separate the nine
defects into three types: a blue, a green and a magenta group.
The reason for this separation is that the defects of each group

have similar capture behaviors during mixed NBTI/HC stress
conditions. A more detailed discussion about this follows
below.
First, we extracted the relative lateral position XT /L by
exploiting the recovery drain bias dependence of the ∆Vth
step heights of the defects (see Figure 7). According to simulations considering different random dopant configurations
[19], this dependence can be linearly fitted in a simplified
way. XT /L can then be
pcalculated with equation (2) in [19]:
XT /L = 0.5 − sign(P1 ) 2α 2 log(P0max /P0 ). P0 is the intercept
and P1 is the slope of the linear fit. In our case P0max = 10 mV
because these were the largest step heights observed corresponding to defects in the middle of the channel. α is found
to be approximately 0.17 based on the simulations in [19].
The results of the lateral position extraction can be found in
Figure 7. Measurement data and linear fits are labeled with the
defect name and the extracted relative lateral position XT /L,
e.g., A1 / 0.4. Figure 8 shows the defect distribution in the
oxide schematically.
Second, the capture behavior was obtained using the approach described in [18]. In NBTI measurements the defects
show a typical capture behavior as can be seen in Figures 5 and
9. By increasing |VGstr | the probability that a defect captures
a charge carrier during stress increases. Thus the occupancy
grows while τc reduces. For example, defect B2 does not
capture a charge carrier at VGstr = −1.6 V, and thus no emission
event can be seen in the recovery trace in Figure 5 (top). By
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Fig. 8: Lateral defect distribution: Schematic sketch of the positions of the
nine characterized defects within the oxide. No clear correlation of the VD
dependence and the location can be observed.

contrast, at VGstr = −2.2 V B2 captures a charge carrier in 50 %
of the stress sequences. This percentage is called occupancy.
In mixed NBTI/HC measurements at a fixed VGstr (around
−2 V) and increasing |VDstr | the defects can be separated into
three groups according to their occupancy trace in Figure 10.
Either the occupancy is constant for the whole VDstr range
(defects A1, D1 and A4 – blue group, Figure 10a top) or
it decreases for VDstr < 0 V (C1 and B2 – green group, Figure
10b top) or it shows a local minimum at VDstr ≈ −0.8 V, a
local maximum at VDstr ≈ −1.5 V and decreases to zero for
VDstr < −1.5 V (C3, B1, A5 and A2 – magenta group, Figure
10c top). The extracted τc (Figures 10a, 10b and 10c bottom)
with respect to the drain bias shows a slightly increasing trend
only for the green group. For the magenta and blue groups τc
is either constant or decreasing.
The green and blue groups behave as expected. Drain-side
defects show a decreasing occupancy and increasing τc for
mixed NBTI/HC stress. Source-side to mid-channel defects
show a constant occupancy over the whole VDstr range. Defects
in the magenta group show an unexpected behavior. Quite
remarkably, two defects of the magenta group near the source
show an occupancy decrease for VDstr < −2 V, A2 and A5. In
Figure 6 we compare the recovery traces after NBTI and mixed
NBTI/HC stress for all A defects. While the top subfigure
shows traces c all four defects, A1, A2, A4 and A5 after
NBTI stress, the bottom subfigure shows that A2 and A5 do
not emit charge carriers after mixed NBTI/HC stress within
the measurement window.
The different behavior of the green and the magenta group
can be summarized by mapping the occupancy onto τc for a
constant VGstr for NBTI stress and for a constant VDstr for mixed
NBTI/HC stress (see Figure 11). The traces for increasing
|Eox | during NBTI stress and increasing |VDstr | during mixed
NBTI/HC stress follow reverse trends for the green group.
This means that the occupancy increases and τc decreases
for increasing |Eox | while the occupancy decreases and τc
increase for increasing |VDstr |. Thus we can conclude that an
inhomogeneous Eox affects these defects as discussed in the
introduction. By contrast, the magenta group shows a different
behavior for increasing |VDstr |. For these defects, increasing
|VDstr | causes a decrease in both, occupancy and τc . This can
not be simply explained by the effect of an inhomogeneous
Eox .
The considerable reduction in occupancy for the magenta
group can be explained by a significant decrease of τe with
increasing |VDstr |. If τe ≪ τc at stress conditions, the defect captures a charge carrier but immediately emits it before switching

to recovery conditions. Thus the occupancy is reduced and the
defect does not contribute to the overall ∆Vth .
The result is that, depending on their detailed configuration, defects at all lateral positions can remain neutral after
mixed NBTI/HC stress. To explain such a complex behavior,
additionally to an inhomogeneous Eox also non-equilibrium
processes induced by the high |VDstr | have to be taken into
account.
IV. C APTURE AND EMISSION TIMES UNDER MIXED
NBTI/HC CONDITIONS
Under BTI conditions (|VGstr | ≫ 0 V and VDstr = 0 V) the
carriers in the channel are in equilibrium and thus properly
described by a Boltzmann distribution. As soon as a drain bias
is applied this approximation is no longer valid. Carriers can
gain energy due to various mechanisms and can be severely
out of equilibrium. Thus a thorough carrier transport treatment
by means of an exact solution of the Boltzmann transport
equation is needed for such situations. Furthermore, if the
device is operated near or beyond pinch-off conditions (high
VDstr ) carriers with sufficient kinetic energy can trigger impact
ionization (II). It has been recently shown that the majority
carriers can significantly change the degradation characteristics
[20, 21].
The impact of II on τc and τe depends strongly on the
particular configuration and on the lateral position of the
defect. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the characteristic
capture and emission times during NBTI and mixed NBTI/HC
stress for VGstr = −1.5 V for defect B1. Here τc and τe are
first modeled using the non-radiative multiphonon model [4]
assuming equilibrium carriers in the channel and show an
increasing trend simply due to the change of Eox at this
lateral position (dashed lines). This does not correspond to
the measurement data of B1. Figure 10c shows that the
occupancy of B1 decreases for VDstr ≤ −1.5 V while τc shows a
slightly decreasing trend. Furthermore, the experimental data
for the drain voltage dependence of τe in Figure 12 clearly
exposes a decreasing behavior with VDstr < 0 V. Only if the nonequilibrium conditions are correctly considered by taking into
account II via a solution of the Boltzmann transport equation
we obtain agreement with experimental data (solid lines).
As a result, τc and τe modeled with respect to a full nonequilibrium model show a good agreement with the measured
τe of B1. At the same time the reduction in occupancy due
to τe ≪ τc for VDstr ≤ −1.5 V is described properly. Under
these conditions, the defect captures a charge carrier during
stress but emits it immediately and therefore remains neutral
after stress. This approach fully explains the experimental
observations.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have characterized nine single oxide defects in nanoscale MOSFETs in order to observe their behavior during
mixed NBTI/HC. Some defects have shown the expected
behavior as a consequence of an inhomogeneous electric field
in the oxide: drain-side defects have remained neutral and
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Fig. 12: Comparison of τc and τe : Dashed lines: τc and τe modeled using
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it immediately. Thus such defects do not contribute to the overall ∆Vth .

source-side and middle defects have remained unaffected. Surprisingly, other defects have shown an unexpected behavior.
Two source-side defects have remained neutral at high |VDstr |
and did not contribute to ∆Vth , which cannot be explained by
the inhomogeneous electric field alone.
The explanation for this is a significant decrease of τe
compared to τc at increasing |VDstr | due to non-equilibrium
processes triggered by hot carriers with sufficient energies:
the defect captures a charge carrier during stress conditions
but emits it immediately and remains neutral after stress. Thus,
depending on their detailed configuration, defects at all lateral
positions can remain neutral after mixed NBTI/HC stress and
thus not contribute to ∆Vth .
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